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              My Journey 

 
Spring 2020 was filled with different situations. It was a live version of the world’s most 

thrilling roller coaster ride, it contained the most intense highs and the most nerve-wrecked lows. 
The biggest achievement that I accomplished must be able to adapt to different situations in a 
shorter period of time and with the least amount of mental breakdowns. Last semester, I was a 
new baby freshman at Brooklyn College that was unable to get used to the drastic difference 
between highschool and college. It felt like someone was holding my hand while I tried to learn 
how to walk on my own and then the person pushed you away and told me that I am now on my 
own and that I had to run. Of course, I ended my first semester in college in total despair. I cried 
every day during finals week, felt as if it was the end of the world, and had zero motivation to 
keep me going. I finished the first term with mostly B- as my adrenaline rush faded.  

I was glad that I transferred to CityTech. The urban area fitted me way better than the 
quiet Flatbush that Brooklyn College locates in. I was able to do better in terms of academics and 
mentality. English 1121 was interesting and different. This class was more interactive and more 
conversational. For the short amount of time that we were able to spent in class together while I 
sipped my coffee, it was a valuable experience. I was exposed to a new definition of English 
class, where it was less rhetoric and “write until your fingers fall off”. The new experience 
motivated and pushed me to work harder. Professor Schmerler included teaching techniques that 
made the class more fun and full of laughter. She gave off a cheerful vibe that made her relatable 
and youthful. She never enforced her ideology on us and always encouraged us to “explore the 
wilderness on our own”. It was extremely awesome that we were allowed freedom and expressed 
our own writing style.  

It was saddening when we switched over to remote learning, the vibe was destroyed. It 
was as if a lovely family was forcefully torn apart. It was hard to adjust but it was nowhere near 
the transition from high school to college. My daily routine was suddenly taken and that made 
me overwhelmed. It made me sad for a while but I was able to get a hold of it. Remote learning 
was definitely not fun compared to in-person learning; it lacked the vibe and emotion. The only 
perk that was presented was extra sleep in and stay in pajama.  

Thank you, professor, for giving us such a great time. Thank you for honoring our 
personal writing style. I will see you around the school.  

 
 
 
 

 
 



 

 
 

Unit one: 
Section 1: Journey to Writing Paper 
Section 2: Inner Outer Assignment  
Section 3: Unit One Reflection 

 
 
 

Section 1: Journey to Writing Pape 
 

 Grammar, What? 

I boarded the plane to the land of the unknown as I feared for my future. I was born in 

Brooklyn, New York, my family decided to move to China and tried to start a business. We 

moved back to the USA when I entered third grade. When school started, I struggled to learn 

English. English was such a difficult language compared to Chinese, all the letters and alphabet 

were in a different order and sounded completely different.  

The years I attended elementary school left a heavy impact on me. Honestly, I don’t 

remember myself enjoying school or having many friends. I struggled to communicate with 

people around me, let alone writing. I had to learn the English alphabet that confused me to 

death, while the other children spoke fluent English. I did not have much fun because I did was 

practice after practice. Then, I wrote in full sentences. Often, these sentences were grammatically 

incorrect. For instance, “I am going to go to school now” turned into “I now go to school”. Also, 

I was not able to comprehend the differences between past tense, present tense, or future tense. It 

was such a complicated sh*t that I did not understand until I reached middle school. 

Homophones like there, their, and dare made me contemplate a lot when I wrote and spoked. I 



 

had to figure out if a noun is singular or plural, which to me was such a waste of time. Why 

couldn’t it be “five berry” instead of “five berries”. Lastly, I was shocked to find that all nouns 

that began with consonants should be used with an “a” and all nouns started with vowels should 

be used with an “an”.  

I fantasized about becoming someone that grew to be able to write a paper without the 

need to worry about any grammatical mistakes. But oh boy I was wrong, there are many 

circumstances where I struggled to maintain the proper usage of tense I should have used. It took 

a long time to figure out how to phrase a sentence together with proper usages of all the 

grammatical rules that my previous English teacher went over in a rush. Thanks to modern 

technology,  we have all sorts of tools that are easily accessible. Tools like the thesaurus and 

Grammarly provided me the comfort I need when I write out a paper. It really made a big 

difference when you are able to continue typing without the need to worry about the correct 

grammar usages. Grammarly provided me with the confidence that I needed. Also, peer-review 

helped tremendously because others were able to correct the mistakes that you missed.  

English language grammar usage is the biggest rival of my life. It is very complicated and 

confusing. There are many different components that were not always taught by teachers that I 

had. It is hard to master the perfect grammar usages even though I spent twelve years trying to 

become as close to perfection as I can. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 Section 2: Inner Outer Assignment  

1/29/20 8:04 am 

I am so so so sleepy… I really miss my bed. I am sure many others feel the same on 

the train. Many are sitting down and a few are standing as the train isn’t 

jam-packed. Many are taking a nap while sitting. The people that are standing are 

struggling to stay awake. Everyone on the train is listening to music and being quiet. 

There is no one talking on the train. It feels very peaceful and I wish it can always 

be this quiet every day. I wonder if people got enough sleep and if they had a good 

morning. Maybe I shouldn’t have stayed up last night and watched stupid videos on 

social media. It was not worth it. I am so sleepy and I miss my bed.  

2/23/20 8:00 am  

Q train running on the N line, I was glad to see that, I would definitely be on time 

now. People on the train were quiet as they are catching a nap. I look around and 

many are young.  

8:15am  

As I waited for the R train at Atlantic Ave, I wonder if I should talk to my friends 

about what had been going on. Things are very confusing and it fills my brain. Five 

minutes later, the R train arrives, there were many people on the train and they 

were sleeping. At Dekalb Ave, many people got on and that train was packed with 

people. As I got out of the train there were many people. They walked really 



 

slowly. I hate people that take their sweet time. It is 8 in the morning and many 

people are trying to get to places.  

Section 3: Unit One Reflection 

 

              Unit one Reflection and Grades  

Chaos. This is one word that I can use to describe how this semester began. I transferred 

into City Tech. last minute from Brooklyn College. I had to act on my decision almost right 

away and had barely any time to think it through before the deadline. I remember feeling 

overwhelmed and worrying that this sudden change in school and environment would take a 

huge toll on my mental health. Also, worried so much about transferring into City Tech without 

considering other schools would be a huge mistake. I am afraid that I would produce another 

mistake which is something that meant a lot more than just a careless mistake. I am the oldest out 

of three siblings and the oldest out of all my cousins. In a way, I was always the perfect child and 

role model that everyone looked up to. 

I had always enjoyed my English classes in high school. It helped me better to express 

my feelings and concerns. It also helped me distract myself from reality which is a nice bonus. I 

took a college writing class in my junior year of high school and received a 97 as my final grade. 

Almost all of my paper and presentations were full marks, but that made me wonder if I was a 

good writer or just capable of following the rubric? In this English class, the curriculum was 

different and more creative than I expected it to be. So far, we focused on becoming more 

comfortable with our peers, being able to interact, and become someone that is more vocal. I 



 

expected this class to be dull and to be lecture-based. I never expected this class would be 

interactive and caring. We included our own personal story into our discussions and got 

feedback. This class was always relaxing and a great way to start the day.  

With it being 8:30 in the morning and as someone who struggles to fall asleep every 

night, it is hard for me to be the person I am. Often, I feel exhausted and lack energy as I wait for 

the caffeine to kick in. It is rather difficult for me to portray myself. I hope I am able to improve 

on this because I would love to feel comfortable and act like myself to be able to share my story 

and give other people feedback.  

When it comes to writing, I will always need to pay attention to my grammar. Based on 

the grade I received for Literacy Narrative, I will definitely focus more on my grammar and 

eliminate awkward phrases or words. Also, I will spend more time brainstorming ideas for my 

upcoming papers, so I would not need to rush my paper. From listening to my classmates share 

their stories I noticed many things. Everyone has their own style and taste of writing that appeals 

to them. While most wrote about the struggles we encountered as we learn a new language and 

culture, there were many interesting points that you didn’t expect other people to experience. It 

was very interesting and surprising that most of us went through similar situations. Many 

described their stories on the different stages of their life as I focused on one specific topic.  

It is hard to give myself a grade for this class, there are different elements that contribute 

to it. Depending on the type of work I am working on, I may put more effort into it. Overall, I 

would give myself a B+. I should definitely work on participating more in class and push myself 

to be less timid and awkward. When it comes to reading assignments, I can try to analyze it more 



 

and determine its meaning in depth. In the papers I write, I should continue to write in an aspect 

where it is honest, relatable to others, and makes me confident. It is hard for me to be perfect in 

grammar because English is such a complicated language that I will never be perfect in. It is easy 

to be able to understand and use it on a daily basis, but English grammar takes countless effort.  

 

 

Unit Two: 
Section 1: Diary Excerpts  
Section 2: Diary Reflection 
Section 3: Unit 2 Reflection  
 

 

Section 1: Diary Excerpts  
March 25th  
12:30 pm  
I woke up and felt very hesitant to get out of my bed. Even Though I had enough 
hours of sleep, it just feels like I need more. I went on my phone and checked 
Instagram and Snapchat. I opened up all of the snaps I got and I replied to the ones 
that I felt like replying to. I rolled around my bed for a bit and got up to brush my 
teeth. I have 15 minutes until my biology zoom lecture.  
 
1:00 pm  
I really dislike this new online remote thing. I don’t think I’m learning and I felt 
constantly distracted. It is hard to pay attention and stay on-task. I wish I could go 
back to school and learn in person.  
 
2:30 pm  
My lecture ended and I ate lunch with my mom 
And brother. We had some dumplings with pork and chives inside. The good part of 
quarantine is that I get to spend more time with my family.  



 

 
3:00 pm  
I did some math homework and psychology homework. My math class consists of 
just YouTube videos that I can find online and nothing more. I was shocked when I 
found out that my math professor would be conducting Zoom lectures. My 
psychology class is a hybrid class so I didn’t have many complaints about it being 
converted into a fully online class.  
 
5:00 pm  
I played some casual games with my friends. We played Stardew valley and Jackbox 
together. I miss my friends so much. We used to hang out everything because we all 

worked together. It was a lot of fun back then.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Picture from Stardew Valley of an in-game event) 
8:30 pm  
I binged some shows and movies and I tried to pull an 
all-nighter playing game with my friends. We watched 
In This Corner of the World which was very touchy. It is 
about a Japanese woman’s life after she gets married 

off during WWII as her family was directly impacted by the atomic bombs. I 
strongly recommend the movie and it is very touchy and emotional. (It is an 
animated movie so maybe professor you can watch it with your son.) 

( Main character Suzu from In This Corner Of the World) 
 



 

March 26th  
3:00 pm  
My brother woke me up and asked me if I was still alive. I thought it was funny 
because my mom told him to check on me and wake me up. I checked the time and 
it was 3 in the afternoon. I got up and did the rest of my math homework. I still 
think this math class is stupid that there is no lectures. I was never a person that 
was good at math and I always needed someone that could show me how to solve 
the problem step by step.  
 
7:00 pm  
I ate dinner with my family. We had rice, steak, asparagus, and soup. I thought about 
how stupid all-nighters are and my day was gone just like that. But again my whole 
sleep schedule is a mess ever since school ended.  
 
 
March 28th  
 
12:00 pm  
I woke up in the middle of the day like always. I did my routine checkups on my 
social media. Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat, and TikTok. I am so bored and sick of 
staying at home. I don’t feel like myself and this quarantine is destroying my 
mentality even more. Knowing that I have suffered from depression for years, I 
struggle to seek help. I didn’t not like the idea of talking to a therapist so I stopped 
going to therapy after one session. Maybe I should give it a second chance and get 
actual proper help. Maybe even consider going on medication.  
 
1:30 pm  
My friend went out on a walk and asked if I wanted coffee. Of course, I want coffee. 
Homemade coffee really sucks. I miss my daily dosage of cold brew from Starbucks.  
 

 
 
 
(I told her to leave it on the floor for me. I wiped the coffee cup with 
alcohol and used my own straw) 
 
 
 

March 30th  



 

 
1:00 pm  
Losing track of time and I don’t know how it is Monday again. My biology lecture is 
stupid. We spent 80% of the time going over what’s going to happen and that my 
professor wants to ignore recalibration break and whatever break we have left and 
continue the lecture. She wants to finish the whole class before Ramadan so she can 
fast without needing to teach. I don’t want that but what can I say? She made up 
her mind and we just are just a bunch of 18/19 years old who are trying to get 
through school. I don’t know what she was talking about in her lab class. I honestly 
hate the way she teaches. Nothing makes sense and she always gets sidetracked. 
She talked about the quiz next week and what would be on it.  
 

 
 
5:00 pm  
Freedom approaches as my biology class ends. Feels nice to be able to not stare at 
my school and force myself to listen for 4.5 hours. My shoulder hurts very much 
from all the times I have been sitting in my chair. I went on OpenLab and looked at 
the assignment that I had to do for my English class. I found out that I have to do 
an assignment that was due on that day. It was cool to be able to read Diary of 
Wimpy Kid since it was such a big popular trend back in elementary school. I see my 
brother reading it all the time but I never bother to read the newer books of the 
series.  
April 4th  
 
9:00 am  
Quarantine has been tough. I missed the routine that I had: School, work, and 
hangouts. Now all I can do is stare at my screen with the expectations of being able 

to fully absorb everything and not getting distracted.  
 
 
 



 

 
!0:00 am  
Math midterm… it made me very overwhelmed for some reason. The new topics that 
were taught remotely were horrible. I struggled to know how to master it. I wasn’t 
able to finish the last question but oh well I tried. I was able to submit the test on 
Blackboard before the deadline. Later, the professor said that he was taking 20 
points off people who submitted late.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1:00 pm  
I had my bio lecture right after my midterm. I felt overwhelmed.  
 
5:00 pm  
I am sitting here typing my reflection for this unit. I really felt like we didn’t do 
much. It is unfortunate that we don’t get to meet in person. I really enjoyed this 
class and the vibe it gives off. I am glad that this class isn’t just READ and WRITE. 
We were able to discuss random things and our daily life.  
 
7:00 pm  
I just finished this assignment and I am definitely going to play some Stardew 
Valley later and check on the pigs. 
 
 
 
Section 2: Diary Reflection 
 

I decided to reflect on Diary of a Wimpy Kid because as a child in elementary school I 

enjoyed reading them. Many times when I was younger I would have to read them when my 



 

parents aren't watching because they think reading comic books are useless and that you don't 

learn anything from it.  I don't know where my parents have gotten the idea that Diary of a 

Wimpy kid is a bad influence and that it teaches you to do naughty things.  I guess it makes 

sense because on certain days Greg Heffley does write about his mischievous actions and the 

pranks he pulled. 

I love reading Diary of a Wimpy Kid. The tone that he uses in his diary is very casual and 

gives an insight into how young children think. Greg has a sassy style of writing that includes 

many slangs and words that are slightly sensitive that I wouldn't use in my writing. Greg's humor 

was able to keep me entertained and made me curious about what else happened in his school 

day.  The drawings that he includes helps his dairy come to life. I like his drawing because it is 

interesting to see how he draws the different people that he dislikes. It inspired me to be more 

casual in my diary and eliminate the fear of being judged.  His dairy is a place where he rants 

about his daily life. For example, he talks about the two "morons' ' that sit next to him in class 

whom he dislikes very much. He also talks about how “picking up chicks" in middle school is a 

lot harder than it was in elementary school. The moments that Greg dictates in his dairy remind 

me of times in middle school, where things were less stressful and more about having fun. I 

remember in middle school, in my class, there were a couple of class clowns that would also start 

something in the middle of nowhere. It was fun watching them argue with each other or busting 

things out loud but, I also felt bad for the teacher that had to deal with stupid shenanigans for the 

rest of their career. I guess I can say that Diary of Wimpy is nostalgic, where it brought back the 

times where my friends and I did stupid things because we wanted to have fun and be rebellious. 

 



 

 

Section 3: Unit 2 Reflection 
 
 

Every day I would get to Jay street-Metrotech half an hour early so I can get my precious 

Cold Brew with Salted Cream Cold Foam from Starbucks. Yes, I describe my coffee as precious, 

you might think it is weird but I pretty much live off Coffee. The start of unit II was a peaceful 

and smooth transition until all CUNY schools decided to switch to remote instruction. At first, I 

was happy about being able to wake up later and work on assignments online. I thought 

everything would be easy and smooth until the workload started to hit me. I got notification from 

my math class saying that the math lecture would just be Powerpoints and YouTube videos. That 

was a big shocker because all of my friend’s professors are doing Zoom lectures and explaining 

in detail how to solve math problems. “I have to swallow the facts and teach myself I guess”, I 

thought. I also found it super hard to stay focused during my Biology professor’s lecture. She has 

such a monotone and always goes off-topic.  

When it comes to this English class, although I don’t get to enjoy my coffee anymore, I 

still miss it dearly. I started to participate more in this class and I had a good time. It was a great 

way to start my school days. Professor, you made this class very unique even in the videos that 

you post. You still start and end the video off like your lecture, with music. Your consistency 

provided a sense of comfort and acted as a reminder of the peace we had before The COVID-19. 

Also, your humor during the Zoom meeting was very entertaining.  

It is now routine and very easy to just start typing away whatever vices I want to deliver. 

Diary of a Wimpy Kid made me feel that I should just write whatever I want to write. I shouldn’t 



 

worry about what other people’s opinions on it because it doesn’t matter more than that I am 

happy with what I am writing. As of my grade for this class, I am hoping for an A or A-. I don’t 

think I am perfect but I have been doing all of the work. I noticed that I don’t get notification 

from OpenLab unless I leave my mailbox open on my screen. I will work on trying to post all of 

my assignments before the due date.  

 
 

 
 
Unit Three: 
Section 1: Your Skill/Interest 
Section 2: Paris Assignment 
Section 3: Reflection on Your Pair&OVerall Reflection 
 
 
 
Section 1: Your Skill/Interest 
 
MY SKILLS/ACTIVITIES ARE... 
[What is an activity that you are pursuing doing this time that interests you? List more than one if 
you have more than one.] 

1. Encourage students to do their best. 
2. make sure each student is following along. 
3. Come up with new ways to help students focus better and stay in their 

seats.  
4. Great at communicating.  

[Pick One from the above, and see below what we want you to do next.]  
Great at communicating. ( I don’t have any hobbies so I picked something that I am 
good at from work) 
 

1. Here You will tell us a little bit about WHAT YOU ALREADY KNEW BEFORE the 
confinement/what your experience has been with this skill/activity. 

My coworkers and my boss would tell me that I learn quickly when it comes to 
how to better communicate with parents with their child’s behavior. I was told that 
I am able to hold a conversation with parents professionally. I was able to talk to 



 

parents in a mature tone that is not aggressive or rude. Also, my friends often 
ask me for advice or ask me to explain situations to them when they don’t 
understand.  
 

2.  Here You will tell us SOMETHING NEW you learned about it during this confinement 
period. If you haven’t learned anything new, then go out now and find out something(s) 
that you didn’t know about it before! (I am not saying that I  am definitely good at 
conversations, I can only that I  am good at it based on what people around me 
said.) 

There were a couple of incidences where my friends would talk to me about their 
personal problems and what they were concerned about. I was able to explain to 
my friend who is an incoming freshman next year on how CityTech functions, 
where are all of the buildings, and where to get food. My friend told me that I was 
able to help her out with different issues in a 
very understanding tone without any judgment. 
Another person said that the way that I  deliver 
my message is very clear, straight to the point, 
and easy to understand. Also, I was told that I am 
very comfortable to talk to and is reliable. The 
answers or opinions I give are sincere and helpful.  
                                      ( My class from last year) 
 
 
 
 

Section 2: Pair Assignment 
 
Conversation: 

 Blue is Kenny  Pink is Jennifer  
 
Hey Kenny. My Snapchat user is jenlinxd or you can text me at 9173405508. 
 
I have a few questions for you :)  
 

1. What is the hardest part when it comes to cooking?  
The hardest part is when you have to time putting the food in a pot or pan or 

wherever correctly, not too early nor too late. Since you want some foods to 

come out the way you want it to taste by delaying for a couple of seconds 



 

can make the food dry or burn when you’re not consistent. Most of the time 

you have to be consistent on what order and how you put/mix the foods 

together. 

2. Do you think your interest in cooking could be inherited from your 
dad since he is a chef?  
Yes, I think so since he has told me so many stories of him making food that 

I have never heard of before and how much fun he had doing something that 

he loved doing. Cooking is such a blessing especially if you know how to do it, 

you can make whatever you want when you want and you won’t have to be 

unsure whether or not it’s good because you’re experienced and you know 

what you are doing. He did make cooking very important in my life because 

everyone needs food to survive so why not learn this essential skill of 

cooking. He has been in the restaurant business for so long so his stories 

keep me interested and motivate me to be just as good as he was. 

3. How many siblings do you have?  
I only have one sibling who is younger than me and in 8th grade  

4. What is your favorite cuisine?  
Sadly I don’t have a favorite cuisine but my top 3 would be Spanish, Italian, 

and American. Because Spanish specifically Ecuadorian cuisine is where my 

parents originated from and from their traditions they brought to the U.S 

which we eat almost every day, also Dominican Cuisine too such as plátanos 

and habichuelas (beans) with a side of rice and chicken or any meat of 

desire. There is much more that I like to cook but being broad such as other 

Spanish countries are what I really like cooking. Italian is one of my 

favorite’s too because I love pasta whether it’s with meat or seafood just 

having the fettuccine, penne, angel hair and etc would make my mouth start 

drooling already. My father has made the best kinds of pasta I’ve had ever 

had but I have been attempting to do it the way he does because Italian 

cuisines require a lot of garlic for taste. Lastly, Americans would be making 

burgers and fries or just making breakfast such as an omelet with home 

fries or bacon with scrambled eggs and home fries or just waffles and 

pancakes which are my favorite to eat for breakfast. My family and I are 

very broad but we try to switch it up and not eat the same thing almost 

every day because you do get bored and would like to try something new. 

 

Sorry Jennifer for responding very late but when you have the chance if you can 

answer some questions I have of my own that would be wonderful :) and my 

Snapchat user is @qnzrome0 and my number is 646-468-4408 



 

 

1. Have you always been an outgoing person ever since you were growing up?  
As a kid, I was a very shy kid. I remember always being quiet and 
never talked as much. Maybe it was because of the language barrier 
since I moved back to the US when I was 7. As time went by I started 
becoming more vocal because I started having the mindset of “ I don’t 
care what other people think if I am annoying but I have to get it out 
there”.  

2. Have you tried any other activities such as sports, art, dancing, etc ? 

I used to do Taekwondo for two years until I couldn’t balance going to 
practice, work, and school. I miss Taekwondo but it is hard to find 
time to put it into my schedule because the practice is at around 8 
pm. I thought about going back after this term ended but CoronaVirus 
happened.  

3. Have you ever had any issues with communicating? 

        I can’t think of any instances where I struggled to speak up. I did get 
into trouble a lot because sometimes my words are too straight forward 
and might have been rude. My mom mentioned that as a kid I was very sassy.  

4. Lastly, has there been anyone that you have had difficulty communicating 

with?  

I find it very hard to talk to people that are very stubborn. Talking to 
people that are stubborn feels like you are talking to a wall, especially, 
when people ask for your advice or opinion but they reply that I am 
wrong. Also, some parents that I have spoken to are so full of 
themselves or they refuse to believe that their kids aren’t perfect as 
they think they are. All I want is to address the issues to them and I 
get a response where the parents either think it’s not a big deal or 
that I am being dramatic.  

Reflection: 
 

After you communicate* with your partner, this is what you will both tell us in your 
shared PAIR document: 
            Blue is Kenny  Pink is Jennifer  

1. What you have in common  -- where you meet on common ground on a deeper 
level, as well 
Well for starters we have both attended an activity for self-defense and 

learning martial arts such as taekwondo/Karate. We both happened to speak up and 



 

put ourselves out there in the world whether it was with friends, family, or the 

people around us. One thing I can heavily relate to with Jennifer is finding it hard 

to communicate with stubborn people not only with cooking but when I’m trying to 

explain something to certain people they don’t understand or try not to be very 

one-sided. I like to be straightforward as well as Jennifer does because there is 

no better way of getting your point across by saying what/ how you truly feel 

instead of throwing hints unless I’m going to hurt the person mentally I try to 

switch my words around sometimes to not make them feel bad.  

 

We were paired together randomly by our professor. When I read his 
skill’s document I wonder if she paired us together by mistake. I could not 
find a single topic that he mentioned in his skill worksheet would correspond 
to anything that I wrote. I decided to reach out and leave my contact in the 
pair worksheet. We asked each other a couple of questions and it turned 
out that we share similar aspects in life. We found out that we both 
attended martial art classes. Usually, martial art isn’t as popular as football 
or basketball so I was a little surprised. We also share similar aspects with 
our personalities. We are both straightforward and speak up for ourselves, 
in a way we are trying to get our words through in a realistic way without 
purposely making it sound nice. We also found it hard to communicate with 
others that are very stubborn. We both agree that it is a waste of time to 
communicate or give advice if they will be offended or not even listen to it.  

 
2. What new thing(s) you learned from each other 

I learned a lot of new things about Jennifer such as her being very outgoing, 

real, and confident. Not many people are like that and it takes real courage for 

someone to step up to those character traits coming from a different country at 

the age of 7. It's true though, not caring about what people think about you 

because holding back can make you miss a lot of opportunities in the future. Being 

outgoing isn't easy at all because there are many people who are shy, antisocial or 

just simply don't want to get involved, but by missing out on talking to other people 

you miss out on the bright ideas and thoughts they have which you as a person may 

have never thought of yourself either. Being realistic is what some people lack by 

living in a fantasy and not noticing real-world problems or just any problem 

affecting you and the ones around you. Sometimes we all want to wish for the best 

but in reality, the world may turn on us making it hard for someone to face facts 

but you must have the courage to keep your head up and continue living on. Lastly, 

being confident and not cocky can get you so many places into your life by standing 



 

up for yourself/beliefs that make people know what you are talking about. 

Confidence doesn't mean show off or just brag about who you are but knowing that 

you are trying your hardest to reach your full potential and fall but still get back 

up and continue to push forward for whatever obstacle there is yet to come. 

I  learned a lot about Kenny’s life and his love for cooking. I can tell 
that he is very proud of himself for being able to cook different meals 
every day and have it as an essential skill. Knowing how to Cook will ensure 
that he will not be starving and eating healthy home-made meals anywhere in 
the world as long as he has money to buy groceries. His interest in cooking 
was inspired by his dad and their cultural background. He has many different 
favorite cuisines like Spanish, Italian, and American. His family and he are not 
shy to try out different food from different cultures. Kenny also shares a 
similar aspect in personality like me. Kenny is not shy to speak up for 
himself and he is confident. He rather gets his true feelings out by 
communicating instead of hiding it from the fear that it would hurt someone. 
He does not like talking to people that are stubborn because the 
conversation is not productive and it does not get anywhere. Lastly, he 
mentions being straightforward is not a bad thing because it makes you real 
and many appreciate it.  
3.What new thing the other person pushed you to learn about your own skill 

Something new I learned was to get out of my comfort zone and look into 

cooking different types of cuisines that I have never thought of cooking before. 

Also communicating with others and explaining to them how cooking works and the 

procedure one must follow to cook. But learning how to work as a team with people 

can help make everything finish quicker and have fun while doing it too. I now know 

that learning how to cook new foods can be beneficial besides just cooking three 

different types of cuisines for the rest of my life.  

Kenny mentioned that one of his favorite cuisines is Italian food. I 
always liked fettuccine and think it is such an awesome dish to eat at any 
time. Through the communication I had with Kenny I want to learn to make 
different Italian pasta dishes. I always had brushed off how to make it on 
my own because my mom doesn’t like pasta. I should be more open and 
courageous and take a step toward making my own nice and creamy 
fettuccine.  
 
4.What new perspective you gained from doing this exercise 



 

A new perspective I have gained due to this exercise was to learn a lot about 

Jennifer although we have never talked in class we have some similarities with each 

other. I think that by asking each other questions it helped both Jennifer and I 

gain a greater understanding of each other. It just took the right questions to ask 

for us to be comfortable and speak our minds to each other. I now know that 

maybe sometimes when there are two different activities being compared there 

can be some similarities in what you do and the people describing what they do can 

show how much you really are alike. 

A new experience that I gained from this exercise is that 2 associates 
in the same class that never spoke before can have many similar 
perspectives of their personality. I think by putting our guards down and 
having a heartfelt conversation with someone, you can learn a lot about the 
other person. If we each put in the effort, then we will be able to discover 
the similarities between us. It was interesting that we were able to find a 
common ground between us despite the drastic difference between our 
skills. It was a great experience meeting a new friend at the end of the 
term, especially that I barely talked during class.  
 
*(modes of discussion, lively interaction, strong and opinionated and helpful questioning are a 
few things I will be looking for here) 
 
 
 
 
Personal Thought: 

To be honest I felt the same way when I was younger, about not caring what 

other people think of you because it is the true friends who accept you for who you 

are. Regardless of your flaws, no one would care about it because there’s something 

about you that they like and are thankful for. Also, you speaking up and out makes 

you confident/open-minded because you could’ve just stayed to yourself for all this 

time but you decided to talk to other people and reach out for an opportunity you 

could have potentially missed in your life.  

 

That’s really cool though I used to do karate when I was like 11 and I used to 

love going after a while I couldn’t balance it because I had church school so my 

mother had wanted me to do the sacraments of my religion making me drop karate. 

I did it for one year and a half years. I don’t remember since I was young but I 

learned a lot and made a couple of friends. I was thinking of joining back since my 



 

father had always been a strong and fierce man to me, he wasn’t scared of anything 

which was him going to taekwondo learning about self-defense. 

 

I like that we were able to find common topics by asking each other 
more questions and communicating. It is cool to see that we were able to 
relate although we never spoke in person. I also loved going to Taekwondo 
and I still think about going back but it is hard to find the time. I hope we 
both will be able to go back soon or later and fulfill our dream.  
 
 
Section 3: Reflection on Your Pair&OVerall Reflection 
 
 

A.  
My partner is Kenny Uruchima, he is a very talented person when it comes to cooking. 

His favorite cuisines are Spanish, Italian, and American. A large part of his favorite cuisines was 

influenced by his culture. Kenny’s family immigrated from Ecuador and they brought their love 

for their country’s food to the USA. Kenny’s love for cooking is inherited from his dad. I can tell 

that Kenny is very proud that he can cook because he described cooking as an essential skill. 

While I was talking to Kenny we discovered that we shared many similarities. For instance, we 

both agree that speaking up for ourselves is important. Speaking up for ourselves will ensure that 

we won’t important opportunities that were given. Furthermore, we also agree that it is important 

to be straightforward to get our feelings through people that we are communicating with. It also 

gives others the impression that you are a real person. Lastly, we both agree that talking to 

people that is stubborn or too full of themselves is very unproductive because the person would 

refuse to consider or listen to your advice.  

 



 

 

B.   

It is shocking how fast this term went by. This is my first term at City Tech. I liked this 

more urban environment more than Brooklyn College. I guess I am a true city girl. Professor 

Schmerler’s class is very unique compared to my English class at Brooklyn College. This class 

was a lot for flexible and we had a lot of freedoms with the assignments we did. Even during the 

in-class times, we had a lot of fun and many interactive activities. This class was easy to get by 

and was entertaining. Every day in this class is different but equally fun. The skills assignment 

that was given was extremely interesting. I didn’t expect to be able to find so many common 

things between my partner and I. I didn’t aspect this group work to go so smoothly because many 

times when we are assigned to random people, you usually end up with people would doesn’t 

contribute.  

One thing that I can work on is to participate more in class. I am not a morning person 

and often in the morning, I have a bad poker face that gives a false indication that I am mean or 

unapproachable. I am often half asleep during class time so I usually do not want to talk. I don’t 

know if I will ever be able to participate during morning classes because I am always tired in the 

morning. Maybe on certain days, I will feel more awake...maybe. 

I think I deserve an A because I am consistent and also do the work for this class. I 

submit my work on time and put in a lot of effort into it. I always attend early morning Zoom 

meetings when often I really want to sleep. Lastly, I follow instructions and always meet your 

expectation. :) 

 


